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7.0  TfL Stations -  Setting and Typology

7.1 Station typologies
TfL’s architecturally varied stations reflect the aspirations of their designing 
architects and engineers and the needs of the organisation that commissioned 
them and this allows them to be grouped by shared history and significance 
which should be the starting point of understanding why any individual station is 
historically significant.  Despite variations in style and differences in age, they can 
also be grouped by how the station relates to the surrounding street scene. Any 
new development should seek to respond to these typologies which help to clarify 
the setting of the station. These typologies are as follows: 

• Stations with a significance setting
• Designed for overstation development
• Not designed for overstation development
• Terminus Buildings and statement architecture.
• Viaduct
• No surface building or amalgamated into other development 

The settings of the stations within these groups contribute to their significance to 
varying degrees.

It is important to note that not every station will fit comfortably within the 
framework of setting typologies outlined above. The Underground and Overground 
networks are vast systems with a street presence in every conceivable urban context 
present within Greater London. As such, some stations could occupy more than one 
typology, whilst other exceptional cases may not precisely sit in any specific group. 
The typology assigned to a station within the table of TfL station design groups 
(Appendix B) should be used as initial guidance, and each station’s setting should 
interpreted on an individual basis.
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South Kensington Around Station Development

1845 

1871

1888

1907

1914

1970-

Existing Station

Proposed Massing

Leslie Green Oxblood ~1905 The Sherrin Arcade - 1907 Thurloe Street, North - 1845Cromwell Place - 1872 Thurloe Street, South - 1846

Pelham Place - 1835-1840Station Entrance - 1907 Thurloe Square, South -1842 52 Thurloe Square - 1888 Thurloe Square, West - 1845

Villas and terraced houses occupied the site prior to arrival of the station

Pelham St terrace, Thurloe Sq and Pelham Pl set pieces destroyed by railway cutting

Extension of Exhibition Road creating direct axial link to station

Sherrin Arcade and Oxblood Building built

Bullnose shops built and Pelham Street Terrace reconstructed

Pelham Street Terrace demolished again in 1970s to allow for Piccadilly Line escalators
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Station 
To restore and enhance the station and retail arcade  
connecting it to the Bullnose and Thurloe Street 
buildings. Putting this landmark station at the very 
heart of the development whilst remaining open to 
the public. 

Bullnose 
Placing a building with a civic presence at the heart 
of South Kensington of an appropriate scale  and 
crafted quality, connected to the upgraded station 
and arcade, to create a new sense of place for 
visitors and residents alike.

Thurloe Street 
Working with the existing building fabric to create 
new residential provision and an enhanced retail 
environment connecting Thurloe Street to the 
museum tunnel and upgraded station with step-
free access.

Station Arrival Plaza 
Potential enhancement to Cromwell Place public 
plaza to South of Station. Enhanced public realm. 

Pelham Street 
Reinstating the northern side of the street to create 
an animated residential street with local amenity 
uses.

Thurloe Square 
Sensitively stitching a new high quality residential 
building into this historic square, completing the 
square and connecting it to Pelham Place.
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The Tunnel 
Opportunity to greatly improve the character and 
experience of the tunnel creating an exciting arrival 
experience to the museums, and connect it into the 
development at station level.

7

7

Thurloe Square 
Opportunity to repair the southern end of Thurloe 
square and reconnect it to Pelham Place.

The Tunnel 
Opportunity to greatly improve the character and 
experience of the tunnel creating an exciting arrival 
experience to the museums, and connect it into the 
development at station level.

Bullnose 
Opportunity to create a civic presence at major 
junction, respecting the existing station heritage.

Thurloe Street 
Provision of step-free access to the station and 
a significant refurbishment and upgrade to the 
existing building to enhance the streetscape as part 
of the gateway to the museum quarter.

Pelham Street 
Opportunity to recreate the street, repairing 
the urban fabric and enhancing the pedestrian 
experience.

Station Arrival Plaza 
Potential enhancement to Cromwell Place public 
plaza to South of Station. Enhanced public realm 

Station 
Opportunity to reinvigorate the heritage arcade and 
upgraded station facilities putting it at the heart of 
the development and celebrating arrival in South 
Kensington.
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7.0  TfL Stations -  Setting and Typology

7.1 Station typologies
TfL’s architecturally varied stations reflect the aspirations of their designing 
architects and engineers and the needs of the organisation that commissioned 
them and this allows them to be grouped by shared history and significance 
which should be the starting point of understanding why any individual station is 
historically significant.  Despite variations in style and differences in age, they can 
also be grouped by how the station relates to the surrounding street scene. Any 
new development should seek to respond to these typologies which help to clarify 
the setting of the station. These typologies are as follows: 

• Stations with a significance setting
• Designed for overstation development
• Not designed for overstation development
• Terminus Buildings and statement architecture.
• Viaduct
• No surface building or amalgamated into other development 

The settings of the stations within these groups contribute to their significance to 
varying degrees.

It is important to note that not every station will fit comfortably within the 
framework of setting typologies outlined above. The Underground and Overground 
networks are vast systems with a street presence in every conceivable urban context 
present within Greater London. As such, some stations could occupy more than one 
typology, whilst other exceptional cases may not precisely sit in any specific group. 
The typology assigned to a station within the table of TfL station design groups 
(Appendix B) should be used as initial guidance, and each station’s setting should 
interpreted on an individual basis.

South Kensington Underground Station
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27 THURLOE SQUARE SW7

27 Thurloe Square is a magnificent Victorian 
Grade II listed house built in 1840 by the architect 
George Basevi, a distinguished architect of the  
mid-19th century.

The freehold property is arranged over six floors and 
has a wonderful staircase and a series of beautifully 
proportioned reception rooms with high ceilings 
and westerly views over the garden square. 

Many original features remain including ornate 
plaster works, original architect detailed staircase 
and full height windows and doors. 

A further benefit of this highly sought after home is 
a newly installed passenger lift which improves 
accessibility within the property, without compro-
mising the integrity or historic character of the 
building. 

The house is situated on the preferred Eastern side 
of the square and arguably the best location on the 
mid-terrace. 

The property has a full width kitchen, breakfast 
room on the ground floor and well arranged fam-
ily bedrooms. Entrance hall, reception hall, dining 
room, first floor formal living room, conservatory, 
master bedroom with en suite dressing room and 
bathroom, 6 further bedrooms with en suite bath-
rooms or shower rooms, cloakrooms, Basement 
bedrooms, media room, Gym, study, lift garden and 
access to communal gardens.

ARCHITECTURE

South Kensington ASD: 2 - Opportunities and Responses

View of site and cultural quarter View towards site from Exhibition RoadSouth Kensington Station Pelham Place, constructed 1833-8 Thurloe Square, constructed 1839-44 Thurloe Street

View looking north east of station in surrounding context 

Proposed Massing

Key

Views
Routes
Urban Grain
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South Kensington ASD: 3 - The Station

View from Cromwell Place along Thurloe Street

Future works to South Kensington Station including step-free access

View from Old Brompton Road

Around Station Development
Station Capacity Upgrade
 Works Step-free Access Works 

Key

• Step Free Access 
As part of the Station Capacity Upgrade Works and 
subsequent Station Enhancement Works, step free 
access is to be provided from Thurloe Street to 
Platform level (via the Ticket Hall).

• Arcade 
Create a range of new high quality retail with 
frontages addressing both Cromwell Place and the 
Station Arcade, respecting the existing heritage.

• The Ticket Hall 
The Station Capacity Upgrade Works will refurbish 
and reinvigorate the existing ticket hall.

• Bus / Tube Interchange 
Providing a positive experience to passengers using 
South Kensington as an interchange to/from the bus 
stops immediately adjacent to the station.  

• Station Upgrades 
Station Capacity Upgrade works, designed by Weston 
Williamson + Partners - granted planning and listed 
building consent in Jan 2018. 

• Station Arrival Plaza 
Potential enhancement to Cromwell Place public plaza 
to South of Station. Enhanced public realm. 

• Museum Subway 
Maintaining the link between the Station and the 
Museum Subway
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South Kensington ASD: 4 - The Bullnose

The George Sherrin-designed arcade under 
construction circa 1907

The George Sherrin-designed arcade under 
construction circa 1907

The Bullnose shops constructed 1907-1916South Kensington Station Circa 1845

The Bullnose and Pelham Street sectional diagram The Bullnose and Pelham Street datum alignments

The Bullnose context height study with adjacent buildings - view from north east The Bullnose context height study with adjacent buildings - view from north west

Ground Floor Plan

Typical Upper Level Plan

View from Cromwell Place
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Existing facade to be retained

Medici Gallery historic shopfront to be retained

Other shopfronts to be reinstated in a sympathetic similar style

Building behind facade to be refurbished and extended

Additional storey added at roof level, set back from facade 
line to minimise visual impact

South Kensington ASD : 5 - Thurloe Street

The Medici Gallery shopfront, no. 26

Daquise shopfront, 20 Thurloe St

Thurloe Street three-dimensional facade study

South Kensington Station, built 1868-1871 and Exhibition Road, 
extended in 1888

20-34 Thurloe Street looking west towards station 
entrance constructed 1881 (photographed 1970’s)

20-34 Thurloe Streetview looking east towards  
station entrance constructed 1881 
(photographed 1970’s)

20-34 Thurloe Streetview looking west towards  
station entrance constructed 1881 
(photographed 2019)

Thurloe Street Rear Elevation - Existing Condition 

Aerial view of Thurloe Street existing facade

Thurloe Street Rear Elevation 

View west along Thurloe Street
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South Kensington ASD : 6 - Pelham Street

South Kensington Station Circa 1915, indicating new 
arrangement of 20-34 Thurloe St

The Pelham Street shopfronts - constructed in 1915, photographed in 1970 and demolished 1970-72 Rear view of the Pelham Street shops from station platform

Pelham Street South Elevation Cross section through Pelham Street

View west along Pelham Street at the junction of Pelham Place and Thurloe Square
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Typical Bay
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B =  Brickwork

W=  Window casement
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Typical Bay

Roof

CONT....

CONT....

Recessive roof levels
- Expressed crosswalls
- Expressed cornice lines

Recessive roof levels
- Expressed crosswalls
- Massing set-back
- Dark colouration

Continuation of mid-
section from middle to 
top, across cornice line.

Brick Mid-section
- Brickwork
- Vertically arranged glazing
- Expressive white window casements
- Balconies with black iron railings

Brickwork with vertically 
arranged windows in 
expressive light coloured 
casements.
In oblique views, the 
casement edges become 
dominant over the brickwork.
The building colouration 
changes to lighter banding.
Balconies with dark, crafted 
iron railings occupy the first 
floor frontage.

White Stucco fronted facade 
with white pilasters.
The elevation arrangement 
has an ordered rhythmic 
grain.
Entrances via expressed 
projecting canopies.
The ground floor level is 
raised above the street, 
with dark painted railings 
providing separation.

Base
- White rustication
- Stucco fronted pilasters
- Ordered rhythm + grain
- Projecting entrances
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Recessive roof levels
- Expressed structure
- Massing set-back

Continuation of mid-
section from middle to 
top, across cornice line.

Brickwork with vertically 
arranged windows in 
expressive light coloured 
casements.
In oblique views, the 
casement edges become 
dominant over the brickwork.
The building colouration 
changes to lighter banding.
Balconies with dark, crafted 
railings occupy the first floor 
frontage.

Light coloured facade with 
expressed columns in line 
with cornice.
The elevation arrangement 
has an ordered rhythmic 
grain.
Entrances via expressed 
projecting canopies (not 
shown in this view).
The ground floor level is 
raised above the street, 
with dark painted railings 
providing separation.

Typical Bay

BWW W W WBB

KEY

B =  Brickwork

W=  Window casement

B B B

Typical Bay

Roof

CONT....

CONT....

Recessive roof levels
- Expressed structure
- Expressed cornice lines

Brick Mid-section
- Brickwork
- Vertically arranged glazing
- Expressive light window casements
- Balconies with dark iron railings

Base
- Expressed light columns
- Ordered rhythm + grain
- Projecting entrance 
   (not shown in this view)
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South Kensington ASD : 7 - Thurloe Square

Thurloe Square, constructed 1842-45 and Pelham Place, 
constructed 1835-40

Thurloe Square elevations, plans and details 1840-1846

Existing Elevation Studies Proposed Elevation Studies

Vertical grain and composition - Elevation Perspective / Oblique street view Vertical grain and composition - Elevation Perspective / Oblique street view

View north along Thurloe Square
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South Kensington ASD : 8 - Scheme Overview

South Aerial View

North Aerial View
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